YOUR
ENTRY
EXPERTS.

BURGLARY PROTECTION PACKAGE.
KEEP BURGLARS OUT AND PREVENT MANUAL ATTACKS ON YOUR ENTRANCE
The demand for burglar-resistant doors in both public and private buildings worldwide is growing. According
to police statistics, a burglary takes place every couple of minutes. Our advanced RC3 certified shield doors
provide you with the peace-of-mind you need, knowing we have rigorously tested them to guarantee the ultimate
protection.
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OVERVIEW

ADVANCED SHIELD SECURITY DOORS

Studies have shown that 90% of all burglars are

Our burglar resistant RC3 shield doors are ideal for

opportunists, taking advantage of inadequate

situations where the entrance and facade are an inte-

security of a building. They are usually not

gral part of the security system and a high degree of

focused on specific objects, but instead strike as

burglary-resistance is required. In combination with the

soon as they have identified an opportunity to

added safety and security, our doors retain the benefits

walk off with their stolen inventory within a short

of a revolving door, like energy saving and draft reduc-

amount of time.

tion. In many cases a manual attack resistant entrance
is even requested directly by the insurance companies

The duration of a burglar attempt usually takes

themselves. This type of protection package reduces the

no longer than five minutes and in only one of

risk of valuable inventory being stolen and minimises

every 100 cases is access obtained by breaking

the chance of collateral damage in the process.

the glass panels. These findings have led to the
development of measures throughout the building industry to slow down burglar attempts and
to protect buildings against intruders.

CERTIFIED CLASS 3 BURGLARY
RESISTANCE
We offer approved Class 3 Burglary Resistance packages
for both our revolving door solutions and our high
security doors and portals, as outlined opposite:

COMPLIANCE

Due to the large diameter range from 1600 to 3800

The manual attack protection packages have been

mm and variety of configurations you will often find our

certified to comply with applicable international

Tourniket in offices, hotels, supermarkets and many

standards EN1627 and EN356 and are certified by

types of public buildings.

an accredited test institute. The standard specifies
requirements and testing methods of burgular

Key Features:

resistance constructions for pedestrian doors,

✓✓ Shield doors with protected multiple locking points

windows, facades, grilles and shutters. The results

✓✓ Stainless steel floor guide, reinforced profiles and

of the tests are evidenced by official certificates.

hi-impact resistant glass to guarantee the integrity

KEY BENEFITS

of the construction during burglar attempts
✓✓ Fully automated and remotely controlled

✓✓ Automated and remotely controlled for convenient
operation
✓✓ Instant switching between day, night and secured

The Circlelock High Security Portal Collection
Protection Package

operating modes

Another burglar resistant package has been developed

✓✓ Secured passage combined with RC3 locking

for our high security portals, the Circlelock Combi

✓✓ Instant lockdown feature (protests, riots and terror

and Circlelock Solo. This interlocking booth prevents

threat situations)
✓✓ Automated winter position to increase energy saving

unauthorised entrance to secured areas using several
verifications systems. The heavy duty manual attack

and comfort level inside (for off-peak times)
✓✓ Save money on insurance premiums

resistance construction contributes to an even higher
security level. The Circlelocks are usually found in gov-

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

ernment buildings, banks, datacentres and airports.

✓✓ Tourlock 180
Key Features:

✓✓ Circlelock Solo

✓✓ Dead bolt locking of the outer door panel

✓✓ Circlelock Combi

✓✓ Stainless steel floor guide, reinforced profiles and

✓✓ Tourniket

hi-impact resistant glass to guarantee the integrity

✓✓ Tournex

of the construction during burglar attempts

✓✓ Twintour

For information and key features for our other
compatible products, please speak to your entry expert.

MANUAL BURGLARY ATTEMPT
RESISTANCE CLASS

TESTING TIME

RESISTANCE TIME

3

20

5

TOOLSET

Various hand
tools, wedges, 71
cm crowbar

STATIC
LOADING

DYNAMIC
LOADING

PANEL
FILLINGS

MAX. LOAD LOCKING
POINT (N)

DROPPING HEIGHT
SANDBAG (CM)

GLASS TYPE

6000

75

P5A
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The Tourniket Revolving Door Protection Package

OUR REACH
IS GLOBAL.
We have been in business for more than 140 years
manufacturing premium aesthetic and security entrance
solutions in the Netherlands, United States of America
and China. We can confidently say that we cover every
corner of the globe with subsidiary companies in major
cities across the globe. Furthermore our global export
division not only partner with our distributors, but also
offer direct sales and service to every territory. This
wide net allows us to have a strong global footprint
as well as a personal grasp of local markets and their
unique entry requirements.
To find your closest Boon Edam expert, please go to:
www.boonedam.ie/contact

Boon Edam Ireland Ltd.
T +353 (01) 460 1420
E info@boonedam.ie
I www.boonedam.ie
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